Introduction
Speech emotion recognition is an important topic in natural human-computer interaction. We can improve the user satisfaction in a harmonic environment and improve the efficiency by teaching computers to response appropriately according to user's emotional states. N w e, F o o and D e S i l v a [1] applied a hidden Markov model in speech emotion recognition. S t e i d l [2] built a naturalistic database for emotional speech analysis. H u a n g et al. [3] , and Z o u, H u a n g et al. [4] , studied several emotion-related states for practical applications. W u, F a l k and C h a n [5] proposed a new type of emotional features in speech, namely the modulation spectral features. Although promising results have been reported, dealing with continuous emotional speech in the real world is still a challenging problem.
Many Automatic continuous contextual speech data [7] We adopt a dimensional model [13] for cross-language speech emotion recognition for different types of emotions. The input is an unknown speech sample. The output is the recognized arousal and valence region that can be used to verify the crosslanguage speech emotion recognition performance. A pre-learned model is trained using SVM-KNN (Support Vector Machine -K Nearest Neighbor) algorithm based on the annotated samples with arousal and valence labels. The dimensional space can be classified into different regions. The first region corresponds to the positive arousal dimension and the positive valence dimension, and we denote it as positivepositive to ease the notation. The second region corresponds to positive-negative, the third region corresponds to negative-negative, and the forth region corresponds to negative-positive. The functional layout is shown in Fig. 2 . 
The classification algorithm
In this paper we use SVM classifier to recognize the emotions based on the parameter optimization of Improved Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (Im-SFLA), proposed by Z h a n g et al. [14] .
In traditional SVM training, parameter optimization is based on empirical experiments. The performance of the corresponding classifier is not satisfactory. The experimental results show that using Cross Validation (CV) for the parameter selection in SVM training is better than using randomly selected parameters. The most commonly used CV methods include: K-fold Cross Validation, Hold-out Method and Leave-one-out Method.
Using some of the traditional searching algorithms, such as grid search, we may find the best classification rate. But the algorithm needs to search all the parameter points in the grid. When the search scale is very large, the traditional grid searching may cost a huge amount of time. However, using heuristic searching methods may decrease the computational cost and give the global optimal. We adopt the Im-SFLA for SVM parameter optimization.
We choose the inverse function as the fitness function and Radial Basis Function (RBF) as the kernel function of SVM. The penalty ratio ' C and the width σ of the RBF need to be optimized. ' C and σ form a 2-dimension frog individual, and the optimization methods [14] are:
Step a. The frog population and the value of chaotic mapping are initialized randomly. The frog individual corresponds to a value ( ' C , σ ). ' C and σ are initialized separately as random variables from [0, ] θ and [0, ] δ , where θ and δ are non-negative. The group number K in K-CV is then set to a default value and Im-SFLA algorithm is configured with initial parameters.
Step b. Search the optimal individual using Im-SFLA, and the fitness function of all frogsis calculated.
Step c. When the stopping criteria is met output the global optimal frog
where ' g C and g σ are the optimized penalty ratio and width parameter of RBF kernel. Stop the iterative process when the criterion is met, otherwise go to
Step b. After finishing the parameter optimization, we may establish an Im-SFLA-SVM recognition system, its system flowchart being shown in Fig. 3 . In this paper we use a post configuration algorithm based on High-Order MRF configuration [15, 16] , and apply it in the cross language speech emotion recognition.
Markov random field is an important machine learning algorithm. A b e n d, H a r l e y and K a n a l [17] first introduced MRF to image processing. With the development of Hammersley-Clifford theorem [18] , the application of MRF in computer vision is increasingly popular. In this paper we apply the high-order MRF to the configuration in speech emotion recognition. The traditional solution to the high-order problem leads to a heavy computational cost. In this paper, we adopt the Quadratic Pseudo-Boolean Optimizer (QPBO) proposed by [16] to efficienty optimize the speech emotion recognition results.
QPBO is used for solving the optimization problem modeled by Markov random fields. The multi-labeling problem is converted into a binary labeling problem. QPBO [16] solves the linear programming relaxation of the target energy function by replacing binary integer constraints from {0, 1} with linear constraints from domain [0, 1]. The energy is defined by term e p , which may represent the different order of energy, i.e. unary energy, pairwise energy. The QPBO algorithm concatenates all the energy values into a single vector e, and parameterize it into a normal form [16] . A directed weighted graph G is constructed, and for each nonzero element e p two directed arcs are added to the graph. Then a minimum s-t cut (S, T) in G is computed from a maximum flow, and this cut gives the final optimal solution to the relaxation. The partial labeling is [16] :
The random field can be defined as { } 
where i η is the neighboring area of i s .
Markov random field has a close relation to the Gibbs random field [19] . The Gibbs random field is represented as:
where ( ) U s is the energy function, T is the temperature and Z is a constant:
Based on the Gibbs distribution, we can calculate the conditional probability of Markov random fields. In the cross-language emotion recognition many factors may influence the final recognition rate and the dependency between neighboring segments may be beneficial. Since emotions can be seen as continuous variables in the dimensional space, the changes in emotions should follow a certain probability distribution. In this paper we apply the high-order MRF to the configuration of speech emotion recognition results. The context information in the continuous speech signal is considered.
First, we analyze the emotional content in the segmented level. All of the segments form the nodes (sites) of Markov Random Fields, and the possible emotion categories corresponding to a segment are the labels to this site.
During a labeling problem, a label from the label set E is assigned to each of the sites in S. Each site s in set S corresponds to a segment in and the label set consists of a number of emotions for each segment. The objective of the label assignment is to find a mapping from sites set S to emotion set E. The configuration model of the emotion labels can be denoted as F which contains all the possible labeling.
We then adopt a high-order MRF formulation to define the configuration model. The speech emotion configuration model is fitted to the continuous speech emotion by maximizing the posterior probability of the model for the detected emotions. The energy function of the model is composed of two terms that represent the output of the classification model and distance regularization in emotion dimension model.
The distance of the labels is defined as an Euclidian distance in the arousalvalence dimensional space.
where t denotes the index of an edge between two nodes, e is the emotion label, a and v are the coordinates of the arousal-valence dimensional space.
In the continuous speech, the emotional states are overlapped with one and another, their emotion labels should be similar. We define the energy function as:
where e is the emotion label, i and j are the indexes of the speech segments, and N is the total number of segments; μ denotes the averaged membership function of each segments; t1 is the lower constraint and t2 is the higher constraint of distances in the dimensional space. The weights of the function are denoted by a and b.
Experimental results
We carry out cross-language experiments to verify our speech emotion recognition systems on both Chinese and Vietnamese. The baseline results are shown in Tables  2 and 3 . The recognition rate on Vietnamese language using Im-SFLA SVM reaches 96.5% for neutrality and has dropped to 84.1% for surprise. The features used for classifying a Vietnamese emotion are efficient. Since the data is collected in an acted way the classification task is relatively simple. We can see from Table 3 that the emotion recognition rate on the Chinese language reaches 80.5% at highest and drops to 65.4% at the lowest. This database is collected from naturalistic emotional speech, and it is relatively more difficult to classify. We further carried out cross-language experiments using the dimensional emotional model. We mix the Vietnamese and the Chinese utterances and classify the emotions into positive and negative regions. The results are shown in Table 4 . We can see that after using the high-order MRF configuration framework we may improve the recognition results. The context information in the continuous speech provides extra information for emotion detection and the configuration method is suitable for both Vietnamese and Chinese language. It is a generalized optimization framework that is not dependent on the specific language or a speaker. 
Conclusions
In this paper we study the cross-language speech emotion recognition problem. We use both Chinese and Vietnamese speech utterance to verify our recognition system. We first analyze the basic acoustic parameters. We then adopt an improved SVM classifier to classify both emotional speeches. Finally we apply the high-order MRF configuration method to improve the recognition rate in the cross-language speech emotion recognition test. The results show that we may improve the recognition rate in a cross-language test which includes different utterances in languages. The highorder MRF optimization algorithm is robust against language changes. We will further explore the global constrains in the emotion dimensional space later.
